


 

Wildfire or Smoke Report
Call

Communications tones agency
And notifies Emergency 

Services

Responders identify location of 
fire and confirm district

Law Enforcement Responding

Is this a small 
fire / smoke call
 non escalating?

Run the incident as 
a type 5 response

Is  this a 
confirmed fire 
and escalating 

incident?

No

Yes

Yes

No

Perform Size- Up

Communications 
Will echo size-up 

report

Establish Formal 
Command Post

No

Yes

Establish Command
1. Name it

2. Obtain a tactical 
frequency

3. Obtain spot weather 
forecast.

C.L.I.C.R.S.
Command, location, 

type of incident, 
communications, 

resources, & staging
Communications 
Will echo size-up 

report

Next incoming 
resource must take 

command

Establish Staging 
Area

Are incoming 
resources requiring 

management?
YesNo

Level 1- Location is  in the direction of travel and 
before the last place apparatus can turn around. 
Level 2- is a remote site / location with a staging 

manager and a formal check in process. 

Use management resources 
currently on -scene to staff middle 

management ICS positions, 
Operations Section and Staging. 

Is this a incident 
still escalating 

incident?
Yes

No

Call for the 
Wildland Task 

Force

Call for the IMT 3 team through 
Boulder Sheriff’s Communications 

who in turn page BOEM for team call 
out in Everbridge.

Is the Boulder 
County IMT 3 

needed?

Yes

No

Additional IMT 3 members 
called through the State IMT 

registry

Begin Delegation Process and Establish a 
formal unified command

Law will assume “Law Branch” On 
green immediately

Performs the following
1. Evacuations

2. Road Closures
3. Animal evacuation

Law will move to a formal unified command structure once a 
delegation is completed and still maintain a Law Branch also.

Incident resources are 
requested through CAD.
Boulder Wildland Team 
Notified if requested.

Once CAD is depleted, out of county 
resources are requested or strike teams 
or task forces are requested the EOC is 

delegated resource ordering

Boulder EOP, AOP and Resource Mobilization 
Plan are used

Fire should do the same for Law 
events and become a fire branch

Goal Statement: 
Boulder Incident Management Process for a Type 5 to Type 4 Incident and Holding a Type 4 for 24 

hours or until relieved.

Is  the Local 
Resource 

Coordinator 
Needed?

Yes
Communications 

Will notify Ft. 
Collins 

Interagency 
Dispatch

Have Communications Call Out the LRC

Continue Process

Dashed l ines indicate steps not tied to the main process. 

Dashed lines indicate steps not tied to the main process. 

 


